
Self-repairable Rolling Door
Great Airtightness Rolling High-Speed Door with Self-repair Function
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TECHNICAL DATA

· Use:           Indoor and Outdoor

· Estructure:           Galvanized Steel

· Maximum Size :           4000 x 4500 mm.

· Canvas colours:           3 colours (yellow, blue and grey)

· Frame colours:           6 available colours

· Canvas material:           High-resistance PVC(1300g/sqm)

· Maximum speed:           Opening: (~1,5m/sec)

          Closing: (~1,0m/sec)

· Wind resistance:           Class 3.

· Safety:           Lateral safety curtains up to 2.500mm  

          Soft and flexible lower edge

· Compliance:           EN13241-1

AIRTIGHTNESS LEVEL AND WIND RESISTANCE

This door is designed for indoor and outdoor intensive applications. It protects your 

environment from air currents, dust, pollution and humidity as well as increasing energy 

savings due to its high level of tightness.

The canvas, totally flexible and light, without rigid elements guarantees the security 

against possible accidental impacts.

In addition, this door has a frame reinforced with tubes and a drum, both of steel, 

that provide rigidity and resistance to the assembly for a long useful life.
Lateral view of the door with fully flexible canvas

SELF-REPAIRING GUARANTEED:
In the event of accidental hit, the door is automatically 
self-repaired.

WIND RESISTANCE:
Wind resistance certificate obtained: Class 3 (wind speed up to 
130 km / h

EXCELLENT AIRTIGHTNESS:
Blocks air flows thanks to the double bevel in the frame’s 
structure.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Self-repairable High-speed Door has been designed for its use in warehouses, logistic 

centres, stores and any kind of productive plant with an intense traffic of goods, 

ensuring at all times a high level of airtightness.

The door is composed of a high resistance polyester fibre canvas coated with PVC and is 

attached to a galvanized steel frame. It incorporates a motor with reducer driven by a control 

panel and a frequency converter that guarantees a smooth operation extending the service life 

of the door.

The main feature is its exclusive self-repair function, which in the event of an accidental hit, 

enables the canvas to get out of its guides without damaging any component. 
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1. Cover
2. Lateral Guides
3. Canvas
4. Control Panel
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MÁXIMUM SAFETY ABOVE ALL:

Two safety systems: sensor curtain and safety photocell.

ROLLING & SELF-REPAIRING

Thanks to the new compensation profile developed by Inkema, 

a correct winding of the canvas on the drum is guaranteed. 

In the event of non-perfect rolling, the system self-repairs it after 

repeating the manoeuvre, by guiding the canvas through the zip 

closure since getting back to its correct position.

DIMENSIONS

H max. : 4500mm. 

W max. : 4000mm.
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OPTIONS 
Further to the technical characteristics of the high-speed doors, Inkema offers other improvements to satisfy our customers’ needs in their 
perfect choice:

- Different options of vision panels available.
- Installation of the door in a tunnel.
- Additional pushbutton, volumetric sensor, remote control, cable unlocking, audible and luminous warning, intermediate stop

and uninterruptible power supply.

COLOUR RANGE
There are 3 available colours for the canvas: yellow, marine blue and grey. For the frame we offer 10 different colours: white, yellow, red, light 
blue, dark blue and grey.

FRAME:  CANVAS*:

RAL 1032 RAL 5005 RAL 7037

OPERATION 

The motorization of the door is formed by a reducing motor of up to 1.1 kW 

fed to a single-phase voltage of 230 V through a frequency inverter and a 

control panel. This system regulates the motor’s speed when the canvas gets 

closer to the highest point and also to the lowest, reducing any vibration and 

giving a longer life to the set. 

The motor with final encoder allows faster openings and closures when it rotates 

the canvas cylinder to open or to close the door. 

In the event of blackout, it is possible to declutch the motor and use the handle to 

open or to close the door. 

Self-repair system in detail Sensor curtain and zip-bevel (green)Front viewZip closure in detail

SAFETY SYSTEMS

The High-Speed Door has a double safety system: a protection curtain for persons 

and elements that may interfere during its operation, and the rolling photocells, which 

are designed to detect any malfunction and ensure a perfect functioning. The protec-

tion curatins act during the closing, stopping the door and opening it again when they 

detect a person or an object.
Rolling photocells Safety curtains

Geared motor attached to 
door’s frame

The control panel is installed 
beside the door

RAL 9003 RAL 1015 RAL 1003 RAL 2004 RAL 3002

RAL 5015 RAL 5010 RAL 6026 RAL 9005RAL 7037

*RAL colours are indicative, as they may vary due to printing process.

Inkema reserves its right to implement any change in colour without prior notice.


